FFL Teacher Training

FFL TEACHER TRAINING - 1 SESSION !!!
From July 4th to July 26th, 2019!
Come and join us

Deadline for registration: contact the secretariat at uien@unice.fr

The Language Summer School, University of Nice, welcomes all (future) FFL* teachers from
abroad and France.

*French as a Foreign Language

Fees: 500€ per session

REGISTRATION: Fill and sign this registration form.

Send it to uien@unice.fr with copy of your passport, proof of payment, copy of your health and
travel insurance and 2 recent ID Pictures.
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Cultural and sport activities included.

July 4th to July 26th, 2019:
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Presentation and content

Our program is completely dedicated to all FFL Language (future) teachers from France and
abroad.

From July 8th to July 19th

One module of 50 hours allowing concrete and innovative exploration of a specific domain of
FFL's didactics.
- Evaluating learning in FFL
- Hands-on grammar for FFL courses
-

Adjust teaching methods to various student groups

-

Teach young learners
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-

Renewing FFL's lexical learning in class

-

Animating the FFL class: techniques and games

-

Exploring didactics in FFL literature

- Teaching French in compliance with the following University frameworks (FOU : Français
sur Objectifs Universitaires / FOS : Français sur Objectifs Spécifiques)
-

Practicing theater/Drama trough FFL teaching

-

French in daily life: exploring approaches to the language as it is spoken nowadays

-

Investigation story/ tale as a literary pattern : a multi-source medium for the FFL class

-

Teaching FFL through active perspectives and methods

- Adapt autentic/real-life documents to teaching objectives. Such documents could be
audio recordings for podcasts from radio broadcasts, film trailers or even pictres with captions.

- Make use of ICTTCs = Information and Communication Technologies Tools for teaching
purposes
- Observating class practice in different levels: from A1 to C1/C2 (Common European
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFRL) framework)
- Discovering French culture in immersion: meeting and discovering Nice and its
environments
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WORKSHOPS :
- Design a class yearbook or a travel log
- French culture and civilization
- Songs with French lyrics
- French cinema

From July 22nd to July 26th:

Observating class practice in different levels from beginner to advanced during a week (this
week is free and not mandatory)

Also enjoy "Editor's day" and discover all the published innovations in the domain of FFL.

On this occasion, representatives and heads of the
most important FFL publishing
companies will be present to
introduce their books and host a hands-on workshop.

CERTIFICATES

At the end of the session students will be issued a certificate stating the names of all the
internship sessions as well as the number of classes attended.

HOW TO REGISTER
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Send an email to uien@unice.fr

--->

REGISTRATIONS ARE OPEN!!!!

Please note that a group rate is available with a minimum of 10 students from the same school /
university, but this has to be carried out through a single payment.
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